"There are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also unknown unknowns-the ones we don't know we don't know."
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-Donald H. Rumsfeld (1) O n September 4, 2018, a coalition of European and national research funding agencies announced the cOAlition S initiative, which will require all of the investigators they fund to make their papers free to read immediately upon publication by 2020. This ambitious plan, termed Plan "S," has the noble goal of maximizing the impact of research by allowing new research findings to be freely accessible to the public. Under the proposed framework of this plan, researchers will be required to publish their findings in pure open access (OA) journals (referred to as Gold OA). Plan "S" will specifically prohibit researchers from publishing in subscription journals (referred to as paywalled or toll access), and after a transition period, will also prohibit investigators from publishing in so-called hybrid journals that have both subscription and free content. Currently, the majority of scientific journals employ a hybrid business model, which allows authors to pay an additional fee if they want to publish their research OA immediately. Plan "S" will also preclude investigators from archiving their research in data repositories sponsored by universities or professional societies that allows the investigators to make their research OA after a prespecified period of time has passed (referred to as Green OA).
Although some green OA journals permit immediate public archiving, many high-impact journals, such as Nature, Cell, and Science, do not permit public archiving until at least 6 months after the date of publication. Last, Plan "S" proposes that all gold OA research papers will have a liberal publishing license that allows anyone to download, translate, or otherwise reuse their work. As might be expected, publishing companies have pushed back on Plan "S," which they feel will undermine their business model and disrupt the entire research publishing system (2).
Aside from the negative impact of Plan "S" on the publishing world, Plan "S" also has a less obvious, but potentially equally disruptive effect on investigators, particularly those investigators who engage in translational research, as will be discussed in the following text.
The most obvious concern is that Plan "S" will restrict the academic freedom of investigators by preventing them from publishing their research findings in the journals of their choice. As currently written, Plan "S" will bar researchers from publishing in w85% of the existing journals, including high-impact journals such as Cell, Nature, or Science.
Apart from the issue of publishing in high impact factor journals, Plan "S" may also prevent investigators from reaching their intended audience. 
